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Auditory temporal summation in infants and
adults: Effects of stimulus bandwidth

and masking noise

KATHLEEN M. BERG
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

A visually reinforced operant procedure was employed to determine the behavioral thresholds
of 6- to 7-month-old infants and adults for stimuli of various bandwidths and durations. Experi
ment 1 compared absolute thresholds for broadband and '!.I-octave filtered clicks and 300-msec
noise bursts. For adult subjects, the difference in threshold for clicks and noise bursts was quite
comparable in the two bandwidth conditions, but infants' click-noise threshold differences were
significantly larger for broadband than for Ill-octave stimuli. In Experiment 2, 2-point threshold
duration functions were compared for 4-kHz tones and octave-band noise bursts presented in back
grounds of quiet and continuous noise. Infants' threshold-duration function for octave-band noise
bursts was significantly steeper than the comparable adult function in quiet, but not in masking
noise. These results suggest that young infants may have particular difficulty detecting low
intensity broadband sounds when durations are very short.

The relationship between the duration of an auditory
stimulus and the intensity necessary for its detection has
been the subject of numerous investigationsduring the past
4 to 5 decades, and still continues to be a topic of both
theoretical and clinical interest. In general, auditory
thresholds are found to decrease exponentially with in
creases in stimulus duration up to a maximum duration
of approximately 200-300 msec. This decrease in
threshold is thought to reflect the summation of neural
activity within the auditory system over brief periods of
time and is typically referred to as temporal summation
or temporal integration. The time constant of integration
varies with signal frequency; however, for midfrequency
tones between durations of 10 and 100-200 msec, audi
tory thresholds closely approximate perfect integration of
stimulus energy, decreasing at the rate of 8-10 dB per
decade increase in stimulus duration (Gerken, Bhat, &
Hutchison-Clutter, 1990; Plomp & Bouman, 1959; Wat
son & Gengel, 1969).

Much of the interest in temporal summation stems from
reports suggestingthat alterations of the threshold-duration
function may be systematically related to certain types of
auditory dysfunction. For conditions in which the
thresholds of normal-hearing adults decrease by approx
imately 10 dB for each decade increase in duration, shal-
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low functions in the range of 3-6 dB per decade change
in duration have been reported in subjects with hearing
loss of cochlear origin (Florentine, Fastl, & Buus, 1988;
Wright, 1978; Wright & Canella, 1969) and in normal
hearing persons during recovery from auditory fatigue
(Jerger, 1955; Mills, Gengel, Watson, & Miller, 1970).
The opposite effect, abnormally steep functions, has fre
quently been observed in instances of central auditory
pathology, including lesions of brainstem pathways
(Stephens, 1976) and the auditory cortex (Gersuni, Barn,
Karaseva, & Tonkonogii, 1971; Jerger, Lovering, &
Wertz, 1972; Stephens, 1976).

This apparent relation between the slope of temporal
summation functions and integrity of the auditory system
has led a number of investigators to ask whether temporal
summation might also change during the course of nor
mal development. Most studies have examined school
age populations, with mixed results. In a comparison of
normal and hearing-impaired children 8-12 years of age,
Dempsey and Maxon (1982) determined threshold
duration functions for tones of several different frequen
cies and consistently found unusually steep functions, on
the order of 15 dB per decade change in duration, in their
normal-hearing subjects. Maxon and Hochberg (1982)
reported similar steep functions in a sample of normal chil
dren 4-12 years of age. However, additional studies by
Barry and Larson (1974), with 6- to 14-year-olds, and
Olsen and Buckles (1979), with subjects ranging from 6
to 24 years of age, found no evidence that the temporal
integration functions of normal children differed from
those of adults.

More recently, two investigations of auditory temporal
summation have been reported in young infants. In the
first of these, Thorpe and Schneider (1987) found excep-
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tionally steep threshold-duration functions in a group of
6- to 7-month-old infants. They used a visually reinforced
operant procedure to determine thresholds for 4 kHz
octave-band noise bursts, ranging from 50 to 517 msec
in duration, and found a threshold decrease in excess of
20 dB per decade change in duration over the range of
linear integration. In contrast, Olsho and Marean (1988),
using brief tone pips, found adult-infant differences in
threshold to be nearly identical to those for long-duration
stimuli. As a result, they concluded that temporal sum
mation is mature by 3 months of age.

The pattern of inconsistent findings across studies sug
gests that nonsensory, perhaps attentional, factors may
play an important role in developmental investigations of
temporal integration. However, the discrepancy between
results of the latter two experiments also raises the possi
bility that temporal summation functions of young infants
may vary with the spectral content of test stimuli.
Reported here are the results of two experiments that ad
dress this question. Both employed a visually reinforced
head-tum paradigm in conjunction with a yes-no proce
dure to determine infants' sensitivity to stimuli of differ
ent durations. The first compared thresholds for broad
band and IIJ-octave clicks and noise bursts; the second
examined 2-point threshold-duration functions for octave
band noise bursts and brief tones.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 22 normal, healthy infants tested

when 26-29 weeks of age. They were assigned to either broadband
or 'h-octave stimulus groups and administered each of two dura
tion conditions in counterbalanced order. Within a session, testing
was continued either until acceptable threshold estimates had been
obtained for both conditions or until the infant became agitated or
disinterested as determined by preset criteria. Sixteen infants (8 per
group) completed the procedure successfully, requiring a mean of
1.3 sessions. Infants receiving broadband stimuli (5 males, 3 fe
males) had a mean age of 27.1 weeks. Mean age of infants tested
with 'h-octave stimuli (3 males, 5 females) was 27.5 weeks. Of
the remaining 6 infants, 1 failed to meet the initial criteria for con
ditioning and 5 failed to provide acceptable threshold estimates for
both stimulus durations.

Sixteen young adult subjects were tested under the same condi
tions for comparison. One group, consisting of 4 males and 4 fe
males, received broadband stimuli; a second group of 2 males and
6 females received the narrowband conditions. All were enrolled
in introductory psychology courses and received class credit for
their participation.

Apparatus and Procedure. Test stimuli were 300-rnsec bursts
of noise and brief clicks produced by single O.I-rnsec de pulses.
For broadband conditions, these stimuli were lowpass filtered at
10 kHz. Narrowband stimuli were generated by passing broadband
clicks and noise bursts through an analog filter (24-dB/octave roll
oft) set to pass a Ih-octave band centered at 4 kHz. Rise/decay time
of the noise bursts was 3 rnsec. On a given trial, test stimuli were
presented seven times with an onset-to-onset interval of 600 rnsec,
resulting in a train approximately 4 sec in duration. Timing of du
rations and intervals was accomplished by a laboratory computer,
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programmed to deliver the sequence of events for each trial and
to vary intensity levels according to an up-down tracking proce
dure. All stimuli were presented in sound field via an Advent loud
speaker (Model 5002). Stimulus level, measured at the site of the
infant's head by a Quest 215 sound level meter, did not vary more
than ±2 dB within the range of possible head positions.

Testing was conducted within a single-walled lAC sound
attenuated chamber while the infant was seated on the parent's lap,
facing an observer/entertainer across a small table. Tbe loudspeaker
and three smoked-Plexiglas boxes, each containing a battery
operated toy, were situated 90° to the infant's left at a distance of
0.8 m. The entertainer displayed colorful toys to engage the infant's
attention and pressed a foot-operated pedal to initiate trials when
the infant was judged to be attentive and in midline orientation.
During testing, both the parent and entertainer received masking
noise through headphones to eliminate possible sources of bias.

Each trial consisted of a 4-sec observation interval marked by
a signal delivered via headphones to a second observer outside the
chamber. During this interval, the stimulus train was presented with
a probability of .5. Head turns to the left within the 4-sec observa
tion interval were considered positive responses and were registered,
along with failures to turn, on a response box by theobserver seated
outside the booth. The order of signal and nonsignal trials was ran
dom, with the restriction that no more than three trials of either
type be presented consecutively. Head turns on signal trials were
reinforced by immediate activation of the toy and illumination of
colored lights within one of the Plexiglas boxes. The duration of
the reinforcer was 3 sec.

Prior to threshold determination, each infant was required to meet
a conditioning criterion, with signal duration equal to 300 rnsec and
signal level fixed at 60 dB SPL. The criterion was set at five con
secutive correct responses for the initial session and two consecu
tive correct responses for subsequent sessions. Two consecutive
correct responses at conditioning level were also required follow
ing within-session changes in stimulus duration. Conditioning level
for click stimuli was 80 dB "peak equivalent" SPL (peSPL).

Once the conditioning criterion had been met, thresholds were
determined using an adaptive up-down tracking procedure. Signal
level was initially set 20 dB above adult threshold for the same con
dition and varied in 8-dB steps until the first up-down reversal.
Step size was then reduced to 4 dB, and tracking continued, with
two consecutive correct responses required for a 4-dB decrease in
level and a single failure to respond resulting in a 4-dB increase
in level. This procedure converges on the signal intensity level yield
ing approximately 71 % correct responses (Levitt, 1971). After the
first reversal, suprathreshold probe trials with the signal set at con
ditioning level were presented every sixth trial to assess the infant's
degree of interest. Tracking continued until the fourth up-down
reversal; threshold estimates were computed as the mean stimulus
level over the last two reversals. If false alarms occurred on more
than one third of thenonsignal trials or if the infant failed to respond
on more than two probe trials, the threshold estimate was consi
dered unacceptable and thestimulus condition was repeated. Within
a given session, testing continued until the infant became fussy or
inattentive as indicated by failure to respond on two consecutive
probe trials. Average length of sessions was approximately 20 min.

Procedures for the adult subjects were intended to duplicate the
critical aspects of the infant test situation as closely as possible.
Adults were provided with a response box and instructed to press
a bunon whenever they heard the stimuli. Bunonpresses during the
4-sec observation interval were considered positive responses;
failures to press during this interval were interpreted as negative
responses. Intertrial intervals, measured from the end of one trial
to the beginning of the next, varied randomly from I to 15 sec in
duration, so that time of signal presentations was uncertain. Feed-
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back for correct detections was provided by the brief activation of
lights within one of the Plexiglas boxes. All other procedures were
identical to those described for infants.

Results and Discussion
Threshold estimates for clicks and 3OO-msec noise

bursts are shown for both broadband and 1/3-octave stimu
lus groups in Figure 1. Error bars represent ± 1 standard
deviation from the mean. Thresholds for noise stimuli are
given in decibels (SPL), and those for clicks are expressed
as decibels (peSPL). In general, both adult and infant
threshold estimates were in good agreement with exist
ing data. For 3OO-msec noise stimuli, infant thresholds
averaged 15 dB above those of adults, well within the
range of infant-adult differences reported in similar
studies of auditory sensitivity during infancy (Olsho,
Koch, Carter, Halpin, & Spetner, 1988; Trehub,
Schneider, & Endman, 1980).

For adult subjects, the difference in threshold for clicks
and noise bursts was quite comparable in the two band
width conditions; mean click thresholds were 22.5 and
25 dB above noise-burst thresholds for broadband and
filtered conditions, respectively. This was not the case
for infant subjects, whose click-noise threshold differences
were substantially larger for broadband (39 dB) than for
narrowband (27 dB) stimuli. An analysis of variance con
firmed that the three-way interaction of age, stimulus
bandwidth, and duration was highly significant [F(I,28)
= 29.26, p < .001].

There were no reliable differences among conditions
in number of trials required to reach threshold, but over
all false alarm rate was significantly higher for infants
(mean = .17) than for adults (mean = .02) [F(I,28) =
28.97, p < .001]. Percentage of false alarms also showed
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Figure 1. Infant and adult thresholds for broadband and ~-octave

filtered clicks and 300-msec noise bursts. Center frequency of ~

octave stimuli was 4 kHz. Noise thresholds are given in decibels
(SPL); click thresholds are given in decibels (peSPL). Error bars
represent ±1 standard deviation from the mean.

a significant bandwidth x duration interaction [F( 1,28) =
5.61, p < .05], but did not differ for click and noise
stimuli when broadband and lIJ-octave groups were ana
lyzed separately. Thus, it is unlikely that the observed
differences in threshold were secondary to differences in
false-alarm rate.

These results confirm the discrepant findings of previ
ous studies and suggest that the slope of threshold-duration
functions may be considerably steeper for broadband than
for narrowband stimuli in 6- to 7-month-old infants.
Although a number of authors have speculated on mecha
nisms that might underlie adult-infant differences in sen
sitivity to longer duration sounds, none of these appears
likely to account for differences in temporal summation.
One possible explanation, suggested by the consistently
higher thresholds of younger subjects, is that infants may
have been responding on the basis of loudness of the test
stimuli. Results of studies investigating the relation be
tween loudness and duration are quite variable, but, as
a general rule, neither stimulus bandwidth nor level ap
pear to have consistent effects on temporal summation of
loudness in adult subjects (Scharf, 1978). These negative
findings suggest that loudness of the stimuli was proba
bly not a critical factor. Clinically, unusually steep tem
poral integration functions have been associated with le
sions of central auditory pathways (Gersuni et al., 1971;
Stephens, 1976). However, in these instances the steep
pattern is seen for tones as well as for broadband noise
and, therefore, probably involves different mechanisms.
In the absence of known auditory dysfunction, exception
ally steep slopes are frequently indicative of inattentive
ness or lack of cooperation on the part of the subject
(Wright, 1978). While it is always difficult to completely
rule out the contribution of such performance or task vari
ables, the fact that infants' threshold-duration functions
were not steeper than adults' for 113 -octave stimuli argues
against this interpretation. A second experiment was there
fore undertaken to replicate these findings and to clarify
the nature of the processes involved .

EXPERIMENT 2

One obvious question raised by the results of Experi
ment 1 is whether infants' difficulty in detecting broad
band, short-duration sounds represents an effect of stimu
lus bandwidth per se or whether it reflects an alteration
in the function relating absolute threshold to frequency.
Although the audibility curves of 6-month-olds and adults
are quite similar for long-duration stimuli (Olsho et al.,
1988), there are no data to confirm that this is also the
case when stimuli are very brief. A second question is
whether the exceptionally steep temporal integration pat
tern seen in young infants at absolute threshold would also
be observed at higher stimulus levels. These questions
were addressed in Experiment 2 by comparing the 2-point
threshold-duration functions of infants and adults in back
grounds of quiet and masking noise. Stimuli were 4-kHz
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Results and Discussion
Mean infant and adult thresholds for octave-band noise

bursts are shown in Figure 2; comparable threshold esti
mates for tone stimuli are illustrated in Figure 3. Abso
lute and masked-threshold estimates are presented in the
left and right panels of each figure, respectively. Despite
the numerous differences in procedure, thresholds for both
age groups appear to be consistent with results of previ
ous studies. In quiet, adult-infant differences were nearly
identical for octave-band noise and tone groups: mean in
fant thresholds exceeded adult estimates by 13 dB for 300
msec noise bursts and by 14 dB for l00-msec tones. In

Figure 2. Infant and adult thresholds for~ octave-band noise
bursts, 10 and 300 msec In duradon, presented In INM:kgrounds of
quiet and lo-cmlHz masking noise. Error bars represent ±l stan
dard deviadon from the mean.

Figure 3. Infant and adult thresholds for 40kHz tones, 10 and
100 msec In duradon, presented In INM:kgrounds of quiet and 10
dBlHz masking noise. Error bars represent ±I standard deviation
from the mean.

tones and octave-band noise bursts, selected to limit stimu
lus energy to a relatively narrow region of the frequency
spectrum.

Method
Subjects and Procedure. Twenty normal, healthy infants received

octave-band noise bursts as test stimuli. Upon arrival at the labora
tory, they were randomly assigned to either absolute or masked
threshold groups and administered each of two duration conditions
in counterbalanced order. Sixteen infants (8 per group) completed
both conditions successfully, requiring a mean of 1. 1 sessions. In
fants tested in quiet (4 males, 4 females) had a mean age of 27.1
weeks (range = 25-28 weeks). Mean age of infants tested in the
noise background (6 males, 2 females) was 27.8 weeks (range =
26-30 weeks). Of the remaining 4 infants, 1 failed to meet the ini
tial criteria for conditioning and 3 failed to provide acceptable
threshold estimates for both duration conditions. Procedures used
to determine thresholds were identical to those described for Ex
periment 1.

Several methodological changes were introduced for the subjects
receiving tone stimuli. One of these was the use oflightweight head
phones (Sony MDR-70ll) for stimulus presentation. Two others,
reduction of the minimum step size from 4 to 2 dB and an increase
in number of reversals from four to five, were intended to increase
the accuracy of threshold tracking. Thesechanges resulted in a slight
increase in subject loss; 26 infants were tested in order to obtain
a sample of 16. who required a mean of 1.4 sessions to provide
acceptable threshold estimates for the two duration conditions. Both
absolute- and masked-threshold groups consisted of 2 males and
6 females. Infants tested in quiet hada mean age of28 weeks (range
= 27-31 weeks); infants tested in the background of noise had a
mean age of27.8 weeks (range = 26-30 weeks). Of the 10 infants
replaced, 1 would not tolerate the headphones, 2 failed to meet the
criteria for conditioning, and 7 lost interest in the reinforcers be
fore acceptable threshold estimates could be obtained for both du
ration conditions.

Sixteen young adults recruited from the same population as those
serving in Experiment 1 were tested in both quiet and noise back
ground conditions during a single 3O-min session. Eight subjects
(4 males, 4 females) were tested with octave-band noise bursts, and
the remaining subjects (2 males, 6 females) received tones.

Octave-band noise bursts centered at 4 kHz were produced by
passing white noise through an analog filter with a 24-dB/octave
roll-off. They were presented in sound field, with a rise/decay time
of 3 msec and durations of 10 and 300 rnsec, as measured at half
power points. The 4-kHz tones were presented to the left ear via
the headphone, with rise/decay times of 3 msec and durations of
10 and 100 msec. As in Experiment 1, the stimuli were repeated
in 4-sec trains. For subjects in masked-threshold groups, test stimuli
were presented over a background of continuous noise, generated
by an independent source andbandpass filtered from 2-6 kHz. Noise
intensity level was 46 dB SPL (spectrum level = 10 dB/Hz). Ap
proximately half of the infants receiving tone stimuli were tested
by a single experimenter who served as entertainer and also made
judgments on head turns. In these instances, the observation-interval
signal was added to the masking noise in the experimenter's head
phones.

For tone groups, tracking began with signal level set at either
28 dB for absolute-threshold estimates or 48 dB for masked-threshold
estimates. Step size, initially fixed at 8 dB, was reduced by half
on subsequent reversals until the minimum step size of 2 dB had
been reached. Stimulus level then varied in 2-dB steps until the fifth
up-down reversal, when tracking was terminated. As in Experi
ment 1, thresholds were computed as the mean signal level over
the last two reversals.
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background noise, thresholds for longer duration stimuli
were increased by approximately 21 dB in infants and by
24 dB in adults, in good agreement with Nozza and Wil
son's (1984) report that monaural masking noise produces
a similar elevation of threshold in adult and infant sub
jects. Adult signal-to-noise ratios for both tones and noise
bursts were slightly smaller than values reported in the
literature (Zwislocki, 1978), possibly because of the use
of stimulus trains rather than single presentations.

For adult subjects, the 2-point threshold-duration func
tions showed little variation as a function of spectral con
tent or as a function of background condition. Thresholds
for 10- and 300-msec octave-band noise bursts differed
by 8.5 dB in quiet and by 7.7 dB in masking noise. For
10- and lOO-msec tone stimuli, threshold differences were
7.6 dB in quiet and 7.0 dB in noise.

In contrast, infant threshold-duration functions were af
fected by both stimulus bandwidth and background con
ditions. For octave-band noise bursts presented in quiet,
thresholds decreased by nearly 16 dB as duration in
creased from 10 to 300 rnsec. When continuous masking
noise was present in the background, this difference was
reduced to 6.5 dB. The pattern was reversed for tone
stimuli; mean thresholds for 10- and l00-msec durations
differed by 11 dB in masking noise, but by only 8.5 dB
in quiet. An analysis of variance indicated that this inter
action was significant [stimulus x background x dura
tion, F(1,28) = 12.13, p < .005]. Separate analyses of
tone and noise groups revealed that integration functions
for noise bursts in quiet and noise backgrounds were sig
nificantly different [background x duration, F(I,14) =
15.98, p < .005], but background effects on functions
for tones failed to reach significance.

Further analyses including both infant and adult sub
jects confirmed that for octave-band noise bursts presented
in quiet, infants' temporal summation functions were sig
nificantly steeper than were adults' [age x duration,
F(I,14) = 16.73, p < .005], but not for tones in quiet
(F < 1). In a comparison of adult and infant thresholds
for tones presented in noise, it was determined that group
variances departed significantly from homogeneity
[F(I,14) = 7.89,p < .01]. When procedures not requir
ing equal group variances were employed (Dixon, 1988),
the difference in slopes of temporal summation functions
for the two age groups remained marginally significant
[F(1,8) = 5.65, p < .05]. The slopes of adult and in
fant functions for octave-band noise bursts in masking
noise did not differ (F < 1).

There were no significant differences between durations
in number of trials required to estimate threshold, but sub
jects in the tone groups required significantly more trials
than did those tested with octave-band noise [33.5 vs.
25.8; F(I,62) = 43.00, p < .001]. Percentage of false
alarms did not differ among conditions, although overall
false-alarm rate was significantly higher for infants than
for adults in both noise and tone groups [for octave-band
noise, .21 vs..02, F(1,28) = 94.72,p < .001; for tones,
.18 vs..06, F(I,28) = 20.28, p < .001].

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Considered together, results of these two experiments
suggest that both the spectral characteristics of the stimulus
and the background conditions are important determinants
of temporal summation in young infants. When stimuli
were presented in a quiet background, infants' temporal
summation functions for tones and 'h-octave noise bursts
were nearly identical in slope to those of adults.
Thresholds for 4-kHz tones decreased at the rate of 8.5 dB
per decade in infants and 7.6 dB per decade in adults, in
good agreement with the slope of 7-8 dB per decade
change in duration reported for similar stimuli in the adult
literature (Gerken et al., 1990). In contrast, infant
threshold-duration functions for broadband signals were
significantly steeper than were comparable adult functions.
This difference in slope was seen for tones and noise con
tained within a l-octave bandwidth, suggesting that the
steep slope of infants' broadband functions is not solely
attributable to variations in sensitivity to brief stimuli
across the frequency spectrum.

When low-level masking noise was introduced in the
background, the effect of stimulus bandwidth on infants'
threshold-duration functions was reversed; the infant func
tion for tones was significantly steeper than the adult func
tion, whereas the infant function for octave-band noise
was not steeper than the adult function. These divergent
changes in slope for tones and noise bursts were un
expected, and they suggest that more than one factor
may have contributed to the results. In view of the well
documented relationship between unusually steep temporal
integration functions and motivational or attentional vari
ables, it seems likely that infants' steeper function for
tones in noise reflects the operation of cognitive, rather
than sensory, factors. A study reported by Tucker, Wil
liams, and Jeffress (1968) in adult subjects provides some
support for this conclusion. These investigators examined
detectability of tones in masking noise and found poorer
performance at short durations in naive, but not in well
practiced, observers-a result they attributed to increased
difficulty of the detection task when stimuli are very brief.
Uncertainty about the temporal parameters of the signal
has been cited as a possible factor contributing to this in
creased task difficulty. Although the use of stimulus trains
in the present experiments would be expected to minimize
uncertainty, young infants may have been less efficient
than adults in utilizing the information available in mul
tiple stimulus presentations. Duration-specific differences
in task difficulty may have also influenced thresholds for
noise bursts, but since infants' temporal integration slopes
for noise bursts in background noise were significantly
flatter than those in quiet, such influences were presuma
bly minimal.

If infants' elevated thresholds for brief tones in noise
can be attributed to nonauditory factors, the remaining
question to be answered is why their threshold-duration
functions for broadband stimuli should be steeper than
adults' in quiet, but not in masking noise. There appear



to be at least three possible interpretations of this finding
and very little evidence to assist in selecting among them.
One explanation would attribute age differences in tem
poral summation to developmental differences in the neu
ral representation of stimulus intensity. Neurophysiolog
ical studies have indicated that the slope of
threshold-duration functions probably derives from the
coding of intensity and can be predicted from the spike
rate-intensity functions of peripheral auditory neurons
(Fay & Coombs, 1983). Furthermore, the slope and dy
namic range of peripheral rate-intensity functions have
been reported to change during the course of normal au
ditory development (Carlier & Pujol, 1978; Romand,
1983). The few available studies of intensity discrimina
tion in human infants suggest that under optimal condi
tions their sensitivity to increments in intensity is not very
different from that of adults (e.g., Sinnott & Aslin, 1985).
However, the development of intensity discrimination has
not been systematically examined as a function of either
stimulus level or bandwidth, and the possibility that in
tensity coding is markedly different in 6-month-olds and
adults cannot be ruled out.

A second possible interpretation would ascribe age
differences in temporal summation to more central
selective-attention mechanisms. According to traditional
models of the auditory system, stimulus energy is in
tegrated within "critical bands" slightly smaller than
113 octave in bandwidth, which behave as independent fre
quency channels (Garner, 1947). When stimuli are noise
bursts or other complex sounds exceeding the width of
a single critical-band channel, subjects are able to adjust
their listening strategies and combine information across
as many channels as necessary to achieve optimal per
formance (Buus, Schorer, Florentine, & Zwicker, 1986;
Green, 1960; Swets, 1963). Thus, it may be that infants
demonstrate adult-like temporal integration within chan
nels but are less efficient than adults in monitoring more
than one channel or combining information across chan
nels when stimuli are very brief. Such models are also
able to account for the equivalence of adult and infant per
formance in masking noise: since the signal-to-noise ra
tio remains constant for listening bands less than or equal
to the bandwidth of the signal, an inability to integrate
across the frequency spectrum would not be a disad
vantage.

A third alternative proposes that differences in the
threshold-duration functions of infants and adults are due
to the immaturity of a spectral integration process specific
to stimulus onsets. This mechanism is suggested by results
of several studies demonstrating that variations in the level
of masking noise may produce nonlinear effects on per
formance that are apparent only when stimuli are very
brief. Nonlinear masking effects have been reported in
a number of paradigms, including detection of tone and
noise bursts (Carlyon & Moore, 1986; Stephens, 1973),
detection of tone glides (Collins & Cullen, 1984), inten
sity discrimination (Carlyon & Moore, 1984), and "over
shoot, " the increase in detectability of a brief signal as
it is delayed relative to onset of the masker (Bacon, 1990).
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In most instances, investigators have attributed these non
linear effects to two distinct populations of auditory nerve
fibers, differing in threshold and onset response (Rhode
& Smith, 1985). While there is as yet no evidence to link
a specific low-threshold fiber population with spectral in
tegration of brief signals, van den Brink and Houtgast's
(1990) recent report of enhanced efficiency in across
frequency integration of brief transients suggests that such
a duration-specific process may exist. Whether it also ma
tures more slowly than mechanisms underlying spectral
integration of longer stimuli remains to be determined.
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